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From New York Times bestselling author and blogger Heather B. Armstrong comes an honest

and irreverent memoir—reminiscent of the New York Times bestseller Brain on Fire—about her

experience as the third person ever to participate in an experimental treatment for depression

involving ten rounds of a chemically induced coma approximating brain death.For years,

Heather B. Armstrong has alluded to her struggle with depression on her website, dooce. It’s

scattered throughout her archive, where it weaves its way through posts about pop culture,

music, and motherhood. In 2016, Heather found herself in the depths of a depression she just

couldn’t shake, an episode darker and longer than anything she had previously experienced.

She had never felt so discouraged by the thought of waking up in the morning, and it

threatened to destroy her life. For the sake of herself and her family, Heather decided to risk it

all by participating in an experimental clinical trial.Now, for the first time, Heather recalls the

torturous eighteen months of suicidal depression she endured and the month-long

experimental study in which doctors used propofol anesthesia to quiet all brain activity for a full

fifteen minutes before bringing her back from a flatline. Ten times. The experience wasn’t easy.

Not for Heather or her family. But a switch was flipped, and Heather hasn’t experienced a

single moment of suicidal depression since.“Breathtakingly honest” (Lisa Genova, New York

Times bestselling author), self-deprecating, and scientifically fascinating, The Valedictorian of

Being Dead brings to light a groundbreaking new treatment for depression.The Valedictorian of

Being Dead was previously published with the subtitle “The True Story of Dying Ten Times to

Live.”

“Breathtakingly honest, this story is a bridge to empathy and a bright beacon of hope. I’m

telling everyone to read this book.” –Lisa Genova, New York Times bestselling author of Still

Alice"In The Valedictorian of Being Dead, Heather Armstrong carries the reader along her

fascinating journey out of the abyss of depression, intricately weaving the threads of family,

suffering, and scientific breakthrough. This touching memoir, full of scenes both silly and

profound, manages to shock, educate, and inspire." –Alex Korb PhD, author of The Upward

Spiral: Using Neuroscience to Reverse the Course of Depression, One Small Change at a

Time."I was moved by this real, raw, hilarious and deeply personal story of one woman's epic

battle with major depression and found myself cheering for Heather and her entire family by the

end of book." –Wendy A. Suzuki, PhD, author of Healthy Brain, Happy Life“A story of courage,

hope, love, and science overcoming the despair of depression. It is a must read for mental

health professionals and those touched by depression—their own or that of a loved one.” –

Barbara Arrowsmith-Young, internationally bestselling author of The Woman Who Changed

Her Brain“I read The Valedictorian of Being Dead cover to cover in four hours. I cried and cried;

it was so beautiful and honest and scary and real. I think this book will be so helpful for a lot of

people living with depression, especially parents.” –Grace Bonney, creator of

Design*Sponge and New York Times bestselling author of In the Company of Women“As the

lead anesthesiologist on the study, it was emotional for me to hear of Heather’s experience.

She helped me to gain some understanding about what folks go through when they are sick,

what the experience of treatment was for her and her loved ones, and what the treatment now

means to her.”–Scott C. Tadler, MD, University of Utah School of Medicine“Candid….intriguing.

…cathartic.…an experiential blow-by-blow chronicle.…an unvarnished account of a boundary-



pushing procedure and patient.” –Kirkus“Armstrong’s detailed, honest, and conversational

writing reads like a friend pouring her heart out, giving readers an emotional portrait of what it

is like for individuals and their loved ones to struggle with serious depression.” –

BooklistReviewBreathtakingly honest, this story is a bridge to empathy and a bright beacon of

hope. I'm telling everyone to read this book.-- "Lisa Genova, New York Times bestselling

author" --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorHeather B.

Armstrong is widely acknowledged to be the most popular ""mommy blogger"" in the world. Her

website, dooce®, has twice been listed as one of the 25 best blogs in the world by Time

magazine and Forbes listed it as a top 100 website for women. In the eighteen years that

Heather has been shaping the internet writing community, she's worked to create targeted

content not only for fellow parents but also for numerous global brands--including Ford,

Nintendo, and Clorox--and written a New York Times bestseller, It Sucked and Then I Cried.

She lives in Salt Lake City with her two lovely daughters and an insane herding dog.--This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Advance Praise for Heather B. Armstrong’sTHE VALEDICTORIAN OF BEING

DEAD“Breathtakingly honest, this story is a bridge to empathy and a bright beacon of hope. I’m

telling everyone to read this book.”—Lisa Genova, New York Times bestselling author of Still

Alice“A story of courage, hope, love, and science overcoming the despair of depression. It is a

must-read for mental health professionals and those touched by depression—their own or that

of a loved one.”—Barbara Arrowsmith-Young, internationally bestselling author of The Woman

Who Changed Her Brain“I cried and cried; it was so beautiful and honest and scary and real.

This book will be so helpful for a lot of people living with depression, especially parents.”—

Grace Bonney, New York Times bestselling author of In the Company of Women“Fascinating

journey out of the abyss of depression, intricately weaving the threads of family, suffering, and

scientific breakthrough. This touching memoir manages to shock, educate, and inspire.”—Alex

Korb, PhD, author of The Upward Spiral“I was moved by this real, raw, hilarious, and deeply

personal story of one woman’s epic battle with major depression and found myself cheering for

Heather and her entire family.”—Wendy Suzuki, PhD, author of Healthy Brain, Happy Life“As

the lead anesthesiologist on the study, it was emotional for me to hear of Heather’s experience.

She helped me to gain some understanding about what folks go through when they are sick,

what the experience was for her and her loved ones, and what the treatment now means to

her.”—Scott C. Tadler, MD, University of Utah School of MedicineThank you for downloading

this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our mailing list. Plus, get

updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from Simon & Schuster. Click

below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber? Provide your email again

so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to read. You will continue to

receive exclusive offers in your inbox.In loving memory of Minnie Ann

McGuirePROLOGUE“MY MOTHER MARRIED SATAN, and when he’s here next time you’ll

see exactly why she divorced him.”My words were a bit slurred—they often are when you’re

coming out of anesthesia—and I looked around the room to find my mother’s face so I could

nod furiously in her direction. I wanted her to confirm this statement of fact to the three nurses

in the room. They needed to know. This was the most important thing we could possibly talk

about right then. I was insistent that we discuss this, like I’d had a few too many bourbons at a

party and was convinced that if I screamed, “BUT I AM NOT DRUNK!” people would stop

dismissing me and say, “You know, if you’d only screamed that three times, I wouldn’t have

believed you. It was the fourth time that did it. That fourth time changed my mind.”Instead, she

cleared her throat and asked how I was feeling. How the hell did she think I was feeling? I’d

been almost brain-dead for fifteen minutes. I felt fantastic! When you want to be dead, there’s

nothing quite like being dead.And boy, did I do dead well. Dr. Mickey would often tell my mother

that of the three patients in this study so far, my brain went down and stayed down better than

anyone else’s. I didn’t hear him tell her this—I was almost dead every time they had this

conversation—but my mother would tell me about what would happen while I was gone, about

the discussions she had with him concerning the history of depression in our family. When she

told me about my dazzling performance, I reminded her that when I want to do something well,

I become the valedictorian of doing that thing.No one does dead better.That wasn’t the craziest

thing I would say when coming out of anesthesia. Discussing my mother’s doomed marriage to

Satan was the topic I brought up after the seventh treatment. A little crazier than that was after

the initial treatment—the first time in my life I had ever been under anesthesia. I angrily and

breathlessly yelled, “The girls will miss their piano lesson!” My vision was blurry, and while



trying to blink my way through it I could see the outline of at least five people in the room. They

were strangers to me in that intoxicated state, and they were laughing at me.That was the only

time I had a dream while coming back from death, that first time. It was a very short dream, but

its significance was not lost on me or my mother. My mother doesn’t have much experience

with angry drunks—she is an active Mormon who surrounds herself with other active, Diet

Coke–drinking Mormons—but she immediately told the room that what I had uttered was very

serious, that they should ease up on the laughter.Dr. Mickey had told me during my

consultation that it might take anywhere from twenty minutes to an hour to come out of the

anesthesia, and in my dream it had taken so long that I was late to take my girls to their weekly

piano lesson the following night. I was panic-stricken, seized with terror like I had been every

afternoon for the previous six months when I would sit down to practice piano with my younger

daughter. Marlo was seven at the time and had begun taking lessons in the fall of her second-

grade school year. She had shown interest in music throughout her life and would dabble at the

keys on our piano because her older sister Leta had been taking lessons for years.I would

never blame my wanting to be dead on my daughter’s daily piano practice. It was a turning

point in this eighteen-month-long bout of depression, but it was one of many. Each of them was

in the downward direction. However, Marlo’s ability to bruise her forehead on the keys of the

treble clef took me down a few more notches than anything previous, past a point of no return.

To a place in my closet where I would hide from the girls when I called my mother to scream. I

tried so hard to conceal my pain from my children, and my closet was the most secluded space

in the house. I always hoped that my clothes would muffle the sound. Sometimes I would

scream words, and sometimes I would just let the sound of the pain erupt from my throat.

(Imagine the noise a pig makes in a barn fire.) Sometimes after she said hello I would utter

without any emotion, “I don’t want to be alive anymore.”I had given my older daughter the gift of

music in her life, the ability to read notes and play those notes on a piano. I wanted to give that

same gift to Marlo; it only seemed fair. However, I don’t play the piano very well, and her father,

who is a classically trained pianist, had moved 2,200 miles across the country. The help I’d had

when Leta learned to play piano was no longer available. Now, I’d been a full-time single

mother working a full-time job for over three years. It was up to me to get Marlo through her

required practice every day. One more knife to juggle, and I was already juggling so many. My

mother begged me to let it go, to look at the bigger picture and know that Marlo would lead a

fulfilling life without piano.But that wasn’t a fair request. When you’re depressed and no longer

want to be alive, it’s kind of impossible to let things go. Her father’s leaving had left a gaping

hole in Marlo’s heart, and I didn’t want to let his absence rob her of this as well. I wouldn’t allow

it. And in pursuit of that principle, I was willing to want to die.Which is why my outburst of “The

girls will miss their piano lesson!” hit my mother in that hospital room and almost knocked her

against the wall. How appropriate that I would reference piano, That Which Made Me Want to

Be Dead, while coming out of an experimental anesthetic procedure that would hopefully make

me not want to be dead anymore. My mother shushed the room. She begged them not to

laugh, remembering me begging on the phone, “Please, please let me be dead.”ONECALLING

ALL ANGELSONE MONTH BEFORE MY first treatment, I had a face-to-face appointment with

my psychiatrist. He required this before he would agree to refill my medication. Normally, his

secretary would call my pharmacy when I needed more Valium or Neurontin or Trazodone, but

I had not been in to see him in over nine months. I’d been busy, I told him, when he asked why

I hadn’t made an appointment. That’s the answer I give to every single person who cannot

possibly comprehend what day-to-day life is like for a full-time single mother who also has to

work full-time. “I cannot get coffee with you, sorry. I cannot have lunch with you, I cannot go to



book club, I cannot volunteer at the second grade Halloween party. I’m busy; incomprehensibly,

bafflingly busy.”Turns out, though, that “I’ve been busy” is not a good enough answer for Dr.

Lowry Bushnell, the head of the electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) clinic at University

Neuropsychiatric Institute (UNI) on the campus of the University of Utah. I was sitting across

the room from him, my body an upright corpse, when he set down his notepad with a thud and

cocked his jaw angrily to the side. He explained that the longer you let a depressive episode go

untreated, the harder it is to climb out of the hole. He was mad at me and shook his head. How

could I have let this go on so long? Why had I waited over a year to seek his help? Why hadn’t

I called him when the symptoms of my depression reappeared?The answer to those questions

was long and complicated, so I summed it up with one sentence: “My ex-husband will try to

take away my kids if he knows I’m this depressed.”I had finally said those words out loud to

someone who wasn’t my mother or talk-therapist, and usually when I said them to my mother I

was screaming. Every moment of the morning routine and the afternoon routine and the

bedtime routine and All of the Things Needing to Get Done was haunted by the memory of the

very real threat he’d made to take away my kids. My “ongoing suicidal ideation,” he said, made

me an unfit mother, but before he could argue that in front of anyone with the authority to strip

me of custody, he moved to New York. I’d managed to balance raising two young girls alone

while running a full-time business for over three years. I imagine that anyone who does this has

once or twice or many, many times thought, It would be nice if I didn’t wake up tomorrow. Not

because we’re suicidal or want to kill ourselves. We know that’s not an option. We’d never do

that to our children. We just want a break, and sometimes the desperation for that break is

terrifyingly bleak.“It doesn’t matter what your ex-husband will do if he finds out, Heather,

especially if you’re dead. He’d certainly find out then!” Dr. Bushnell said. I hadn’t told him that

I’d very much like to be dead. Medical professionals have certain obligations when it comes to

hearing that word and words like it from a patient’s mouth, and I didn’t want to end up

unwillingly committed to any sort of facility. But I didn’t have to say it.“I would ask you how

you’re feeling, except you don’t have to tell me,” he said. “It’s all over your face. It has stolen

your eyes.”Suddenly he got up from his seat and walked over to his desk to pick up his phone.

He brought it back with him to sit across from me once more and said, “I have an idea and I

want you to consider something.” I remained perfectly still as he called his colleague, Dr. Brian

Mickey, to see if he was looking for any more patients to participate in the experimental study

he was conducting at the ECT clinic. Dr. Mickey was investigating an alternative to

electroconvulsive therapy that may have fewer side effects that result from the electrically

induced seizure at the core of that procedure. He had heard about a study conducted in Austria

in the early 1990s that used the anesthesia isoflurane to mimic ECT. Dr. Mickey’s study,

however, would be the first ever to use propofol anesthesia, a less intense drug.With this

treatment, Dr. Bushnell explained, a patient is simply put to sleep with the intravenous

anesthetic approximately three times per week for ten treatment sessions. The study is

designed to determine if “burst suppression”—quieting the brain’s electrical activity—can

alleviate the symptoms of depression. “Quieting” here is the polite way of saying “taking down

to zero” or “almost brain-dead.” Dr. Bushnell likes to call it “a really deep induced coma that

makes you feel better about yourself.” The anesthesiologists called it “the abyss.”“She’s sitting

in my office right now, yes,” Dr. Bushnell told Dr. Mickey. “Good, then. I’ll let her know all of that.”

He talked me through the details of the study after hanging up the phone and asked if I would

consider looking over the official paperwork.“You’re the perfect candidate for this study,

Heather,” Dr. Bushnell said. “You have a history of depression. Your family has a history of

depression. This latest bout of depression has lasted more than a year. You’re young and



healthy and…” He then paused and moved toward the edge of his seat and put his hands on

his knees. “…and most importantly, I know it will work.”I left his office with a handful of papers,

including a release form I would eventually sign. It ensured that the hospital and those working

on the study would not be held responsible if I suffered any of the side effects possible from

dying ten times. This treatment would take place just down the hall from Dr. Bushnell’s office in

the ECT clinic on the south side of UNI, a building that sits on a winding road called Colorow

Way. I drove out of that parking lot and headed to the grocery store to buy two gold Mylar

balloons—a giant number 1 and a giant number 3—for Leta, who was turning thirteen years

old that day. I was hosting four of her friends for a sleepover and thought the balloons would

complement the festive atmosphere.“I didn’t realize how big the numbers would be once they

were filled with helium,” I said to the woman helping me with my order. I wondered how in the

hell I was going to fit these things into my car while processing everything Dr. Bushnell had just

told me.“No one does!” she said as she tied off the end of the number 1.“I’m going to walk out

of here with the numbers reversed so that people will think I’m turning thirty-one,” I said,

“because I could totally pass for a decade younger.” I made a dramatic sweeping motion with

my hand from my head to my torso, as if presenting a great beauty wearing a tattered gray

hoodie, black yoga pants that had been slept in the night before, and hair that had not been

washed in six days.“Honey,” she shot back as she filled the number 3, “I’m pushing sixty, so I

only wish I looked as good as you.”After she tied a ribbon to the end of each balloon, I paid and

attempted to wrangle the enormous numbers as elegantly as possible. They filled the entire

backseat of my SUV, and I had to adjust the rearview mirror and stick my head out of the

window in order to maneuver my way out of the parking lot. My daughter is becoming a

teenager today, I thought. If I hit anyone or anything, they’ll have to forgive me. When I

successfully pulled out of the strip mall, I breathed a heavy sigh of relief and could feel myself

smiling.Twenty minutes later I arrived home and texted my mother and asked if she could talk.

This is how my mother and I communicate, and it is the only acceptable way of calling

someone on the phone today. Yes, I grew up in a home that had only one landline and routinely

beat my fists on my older sister’s bedroom door, the coiled cord of the phone strung taut

underneath it. Thankfully, we no longer have to live through that kind of hell. She immediately

texted back, “I can.” I wondered how many texts I had from my mother from the previous

eighteen months that said exactly that.“I just joked around with an employee at the grocery

store,” I blurted after my mom said hello. “I just found myself doing it; it just felt normal and

easy. I can’t remember the last time I did that. I interacted with a stranger and smiled at a

stranger. I can’t remember the last time I wanted to do that.”When I wasn’t in my closet

screaming into the phone about my desire to be dead—whenever I was having a calm or

technical call with my mother, I would walk around the living room in a giant circle. As I passed

by the piano for the third time, I started to cry and she asked if I was okay. And I was. I was

okay. Actually, I was more than okay. I was okay and yet simultaneously torn. It was this tension

that made my eyes fill with tears. Because of course I would be the one in the family who is so

crazy that she has to get some scary procedure done in a hospital. And not just any hospital: a

procedure done at that clinic. You know the one. Where they shock people because of their

mental disorders.Of course I am the craziest one in the family. The black sheep. The one who

left the Mormon faith and registered Democrat. The fuckup.And yet… for the first time in over a

year I felt hope. I felt like maybe I wouldn’t feel like this forever. I’d been certain I would live the

rest of my life wanting to be dead. I had resigned myself to wanting to be dead. But what if it

didn’t have to be that way? What if what Dr. Bushnell said was true? What if this treatment

worked?“Let’s do this,” my mom interrupted my winding stream of thoughts, to assure me that



we were in this together. Her words were firm and forceful and conclusive.“But you will have to

drive—”“I don’t care what I have to do. I will fly to the damn moon and back if I have to. We’re

doing this.”What I explained to my mother about the procedure was only what my psychiatrist

had explained to me. Even though she said she didn’t need the details, I asked her to listen to

me talk through it so that I could gain confidence in the hope that I felt.First, I’d had to meet a

relatively rigid set of requirements in order to qualify for the treatment. I couldn’t be suffering

from an addiction or a personality disorder. I couldn’t be experiencing a manic episode. I had to

have been going through a bout of depression as severe as mine for over a year, and it had to

have been treatment-resistant depression. My depression qualified, as my antidepressants had

stopped working after twelve years and a few modifications made a year prior had produced no

positive effects. Yes, I could still fall asleep at night, but my meds had stopped enabling my

ability to cope with life. Second, ECT has proven to be the most effective way to combat

treatment-resistant depression, although other chemicals such as ketamine have been used to

some good effect as well. ECT works by shocking the brain and producing a seizure. This

seizure causes the brain to flatline temporarily, and it is this flatline that some believe is the

benefit of the entire apparatus. It’s like rebooting a computer. And anyone who has ever had

problems with a computer knows that sometimes you have to turn it off and on again several

times to fix whatever glitch was causing all your applications to crash. This is why most patients

undergoing ECT endure anywhere from ten to twelve treatments. Each time the brain is reset,

it gets a little better. Third, previous studies using an anesthetic called isoflurane had shown

significant promise, although that drug was difficult to recover from and caused dysphoria in

many of the patients. It almost always caused nausea as well. Dr. Mickey had tried to get a

more controlled and randomized study funded for isoflurane, but when that failed, he had to

come up with something more novel and interesting. And because both propofol and isoflurane

can induce a burst suppression state in the brain, he picked up the idea for a propofol study

and managed to push it through. Propofol as an anesthetic had proven far easier on surgical

patients than isoflurane. All of this is why I agreed to ten rounds of Dying in Front of My Mom.I

wouldn’t find out until several months later that after my mother hung up the phone she fell limp

into my stepfather’s arms and wept. She sobbed because she’d heard the hope in my voice. To

her it sounded like the angels she was calling upon every night in her prayers. And she’d

continue to call upon them until treatment began four long weeks later.“And this… you see this

vial?” It was my first treatment, and the anesthesiologist was trying to explain exactly what

would happen and why. Today it was Dr. Tadler—there would be five different anesthesiologists

in total—and I appreciated that he was being so thorough. I nodded, because my anxiety in

that moment had stripped me of my ability to speak. In subsequent treatments he would touch

my arm. I needed that warmth of reassurance, because I was terrified. On the paperwork I had

signed, one of the possible side effects listed was death:RISKS:Very Rare (less than 1/10,000):

Complications including life-threatening cardiac arrhythmias (irregular heartbeats), respiratory

arrest (inability to breathe), myocardial infarction (heart attack), stroke, and even death are

possible.Even though I wanted to be dead, I needed to get my kids to piano practice the

following night. If I died, they would be late.“This is fentanyl—it’s an opiate—and we give you

this just in case you get a headache when you come out of the propofol, which is in this one.”

He then held up a much larger vial filled with a milky-white substance. A nurse and Dr. Mickey’s

research assistant both affixed a single wire to my forehead with Velcro squares. I felt the small

pinch of each hook of fabric attaching itself to my skin. I would often wonder in the drunken

state that followed each treatment how a piece of Velcro could stick to my forehead if my

forehead was not made out of the other fabric that makes Velcro Velcro.The nurse checked one



more time to make sure that the tube connected to each drug was firmly inside the 22-gauge

needle they’d placed in my vein thirty minutes before and taped taut against the skin of my

arm. God, that needle. The whole process of that needle. I’ve never had a hard time seeing

blood or having my blood drawn, and have bragged about this skill to each and every

phlebotomist in my medical history. “Don’t even look; just jab that spike right in there. Seriously,

I won’t even flinch.” But then, I’d never met a needle like this needle. When I saw it for the first

time, I remembered the scene in Jaws when Roy Scheider’s character catches his first close-

up glimpse of the shark.“You’re gonna need a bigger boat.”I had my right arm laid out on a thin

table separating me from Molly, the phlebotomist for my first treatment, who was filling out my

drug history on a computer screen. We’d chatted quite a bit as she gathered all the materials

she’d need to insert the needle, and there were many.I bragged about being the valedictorian

of having my blood drawn and explained that after giving birth to Marlo without any pain

medication, I didn’t really have a hard time with running headfirst into a brick wall. She nodded

and shared her birth stories with me, one in which she barely made it to the hospital in time for

someone to catch her son as he shot out of the birth canal like a cannon. I tend to find my tribe

very quickly: I can immediately sense whether my brand of humor is going to make someone

feel at ease or run away in horror. Molly was the former, so of course I told her that the doctor

who delivered my second daughter had never before presided over an unmedicated birth and

was so mystified by the experience that she jabbered endless, fascinated nonsense as she

was stitching up my vagina. My doula had to stop her and say, “Let’s save this conversation for

later.”We were shaking our heads over each other’s stories when she said that she needed to

go over my list of medications and ask when I had last taken each one.“We’re going to be here

all day,” I warned her.She pulled up my history on the computer and scrolled from the top all

the way to the bottom. After what felt like hours of scrolling, pursing her lips, and nodding, she

said, “This is not the absolute worst I have seen.” My tribe.Before each treatment—before they

inserted the needle, even—each phlebotomist had to go through this list.“This one?” they’d

ask.“Last night,” I’d answer.“This one?”“Last night.”“This one?”“Last night.”Back and forth until…

oh, wait, it’s still going on. We haven’t made it to the end of the list yet.The only medication I

take that isn’t for depression and anxiety is a drug called Macrobid, because I inherited a

urinary tract whose shape makes it prone to infection after sexual intercourse.I received no

sexual education in my Mormon upbringing. Not a word of advice or warning, no tips. Tips, ha!

Even those will give me a urinary tract infection. It is that bad. I got a UTI the first time I ever

had sex, because no one ever told me, “You must go pee after intercourse, so make sure you

head onto the court with a full bladder and a toilet nearby.”The full-bladder strategy worked for

me for a few years, until it didn’t and I had to start showering immediately after sex. Then I had

a baby, and now screw all your strategies and pointers. Peeing doesn’t work, showering doesn’t

work, and I don’t want to hear any cranberry juice nonsense. Through no effort on my own

part, I have become the valedictorian of being resistant to every DIY approach of curing a UTI.

I brag about this on my résumé. Now I must take an antibiotic after I have sex, every single

time. Just one—thankfully, not a full course—that is specifically engineered to attack bacteria

located in the urinary tract.When Molly got to the Macrobid on the list, she had to say it a few

times to get the pronunciation right.“Macro-bid,” I said, to help her along.“Oh, okay. Macrobid,”

she said, and continued, “When was the last time you took this one?”“Hahahaha!” I just

laughed and laughed, and because she made me feel so at ease, I thought she deserved an

explanation. “I only take that drug after I have sex. It prevents me from getting a UTI.”“So…”“A

really, really, really long time ago. It’s not in my system anymore. Maybe I should take it for all

the bats flying around in my vagina.”Molly was my phlebotomist four more times, and every



time that she’d get to the Macrobid, I’d interrupt her and say, “Still housing bats, Molly. Still.”I’m

glad she was the first one to attempt the needle—the whole process of the needle. Apparently

the gauge of this needle was far bigger than the other needle they use for ECT procedures.

Because I was only the third patient to enter this study, she and everyone else were having to

get used to the difference. Every maneuver leading up to inserting the needle was exactly the

same as what happens when I get my blood drawn, right down to the part where I point my

head toward several bulging veins on the inside of my elbow and say, “I have been told by

several practicing doctors that I’d be very good at taking heroin.”Molly nodded, thanked me for

making her job easier, and then tapped on a blue vein that had become as round as my pinky

finger because of the tourniquet she’d fastened near my shoulder. And then she plunged the

needle into my arm. I probably should have warned you about that sentence in case you are

uneasy with the idea or talk of needles and blood. But, you see, it was just as sudden and

unsettling for me. I was forbidden to eat food in the sixteen to eighteen hours leading up to a

treatment and had to stop drinking water several hours before. I would show up each time

famished and dehydrated—so dehydrated, in fact, that I was a phlebotomist’s worst nightmare.

This could potentially ruin my résumé, especially since I am usually the valedictorian of

remaining hydrated.I go everywhere with a water bottle. If I were to go outside and peer into my

car right now, I bet there would be at least five water bottles scattered across the front seat,

occupying every cup holder in the center console and in the doors—water bottles I have put

there just in case I make a trip to the grocery store and they’ve run out of water.Molly would

have to try at least five times to get that thing in my arm. It did not want to enter a vein, not

even the one that had grown at that point to the circumference of a grape. It was uncomfortable

and awkward. It felt like someone jammed a tree trunk up into my shoulder via my elbow,

hooked up my humerus to an electrical socket, and was flipping it on and off. When she finally

did get it in—not just the tip, the whole thing—she was panting and sweating, and I was

woozy.My mother said that she always knew the instant the propofol would take effect. I have

vague memories of clenching my hands near each other at the top of my chest as everyone

was assembling the equipment—the vials, tubes, wires—and this clenching of my hands has

always been a barometer of my anxiety. When I suffered postpartum depression with my first

daughter, I would find myself sitting on the floor in the corner of my room when she was

napping, my hands clinched into fists that I’d tuck up under my chin. Many times I would be

unable to unclench them, and I’d use my mouth and teeth to pry each finger open so that I

could flatten out my hands and use them to push my body up off of the floor. Afterward I’d have

red indentations from my incisors on each finger.Since I was lying flat on my back on a gurney

with a needle and a series of tubes hooked into my arm, I couldn’t get my hands all the way up

underneath my chin, where I would have preferred them. At home, I usually ran to the couch or

my bed and curled into the fetal position, my clenched hands taking their place under my chin.

If I was not at my house, I’d run to my car and crawl into the back seat, shove Marlo’s booster

chair onto the floor, and tuck myself into a ball with my back facing outward in case anyone

walked by to find a woman in her car having a panic attack. If they could see my face, they

would see the terror; so I reasoned that if they saw the back of my head, they would assume I

was taking a nap. In my car. In the parking lot of the grocery store.I had to tuck my hands on

my chest because of all the apparatus, and my mother said that my fists were so taut, she

thought my knuckles might break through my skin. I was anxious, scared, and frightened—but

not of dying. I was not afraid that they would be unable to bring me out of the anesthesia. I was

terrified that I would never stop feeling this way—that I would always want to be dead. I could

remember a time when I didn’t feel this way, but I couldn’t remember what that felt like.When



the propofol hit, my mother would watch my fists come undone, a cascade of skinny fingers,

and my hands would fall to the gurney with a soft thud. It was an immediate physical

manifestation of the drug doing what it was supposed to. My mother knew this; she’d seen

other people undergo anesthesia before. But not like this—not for the purpose of making

someone almost brain-dead. Not for the purpose of making her daughter almost brain-

dead.The first time, not even a minute after they had shown me the vials of fentanyl and

propofol, something went terribly wrong. The nurse had just finished affixing the Velcro shapes

to my forehead and I remember someone saying that I should soon feel the fentanyl taking

effect. Dr. Tadler had just touched my arm, and the warmth of his hand still lingered there. But

suddenly every form and line and figure in the room started melting. The walls dripped like wax

and coagulated on the floor. Heads and arms and torsos turned into jagged crayon cartoons.

Noses and hair grew into triangular knives. Someone’s mouth stretched across the room and

laughed, and teeth big as tree trunks grazed my face.“Something is wrong! Something is

wrong!” I screamed, but the fentanyl was taking effect and my scream came out only as a

whisper. My mother said she could tell something wasn’t right before I coughed out those

words. The look of fear already on my face had turned into horror. I closed my eyes so that I

wouldn’t have to witness the bodies dissolving around me. And then… nothing. There was a

brief blink of nothing, a blip of total darkness, and then I realized I was taking too long to come

out of anesthesia. I only had thirty-six hours to get my girls to their piano lesson, and this was

taking too long. Someone needed to tell the doctor to hurry or we were going to be late.

Please, someone tell him. The piano teacher’s face appeared, disembodied and transparent. I

could see the wall of the hospital room through her forehead and cheeks. I thought of the

scene from The Wizard of Oz when Dorothy’s house is caught inside the tornado, and people

and animals float by outside her window—one by one—and you can see the tornado behind

them. The piano teacher was as concerned as Auntie Em, wondering where I was. Why wasn’t

I on my way? I’d never been late before, and I couldn’t get the words out of my mouth to tell her

I was trying. I was trying.I thought that if I blinked a few times that her face might become less

transparent, that she’d be able to see me better, so that’s what I tried. I blinked and blinked. But

her face disappeared and the wall behind her forehead turned into the shapes of people. Two

in front of me. I blinked again. One to the right, two to the left. Where was the piano teacher? I

couldn’t find her. I blinked until finally my tongue could articulate a consonant.“The girls will

miss their piano lesson!”They immediately wheeled the gurney into a room directly adjacent to

the one I’d been in for what they called a recovery period. They would hand me a cup of apple

juice and ask me a list of questions. I remember being so thirsty that I guzzled the apple juice

like I was chugging a beer and then drunkenly demanded, “Another!”“Can you tell me your

name?” someone asked me—someone I had not seen or met before. He had not been in the

room during my treatment.“Who are you?” I shot back, but not because I was mad. I was

startled and drunk and didn’t know why a strange person had appeared like magic.“I’m Chris. I

work here in the recovery room,” he answered. “Can you tell me who you are? Your full

name?”“I’m Heather B. Armstrong,” I answered.“Excellent. Now can you tell me what year it is?”

he asked.“Nineteen seventy-nine,” I answered.“Nineteen-what?”“Seventy-nine,” I said slowly

and condescendingly.“Could it possibly be another year? Can you think a little more about

it?”Everyone looked at everyone else. I really, really hate it when people do this. I get angry

because it makes me paranoid, like I’m not in on the joke. Or maybe everyone knows the

building is about to blow up and they don’t want to alarm me.“It’s not 1979, is it?” I asked, since

my mother was not backing me up. She had looked at my stepfather, who looked back at her.

The two of them would be with me at every treatment. They would sacrifice a minimum of eight



hours a day, three times a week, for three weeks so that I could participate in this study. One of

the rules for participation, in addition to fasting for a minimum of twelve to eighteen hours

beforehand, was having someone drive me home. This is normal for any sort of surgical or

anesthetic procedure: drunk people aren’t supposed to operate heavy machinery. But I had to

undergo ten treatments. I would need someone ten times: two times the first week, three times

each during weeks two and three, and two times the final week. That’s a lot of times. That’s like

handing someone your baby and saying, “Here, hold this for one second while I tie my shoe,”

and then disappearing forever.What makes this even more complicated is that I never knew

what time I’d go in for a treatment until the afternoon before. It varied depending on how many

patients they had coming in for ECT. Since mine was an experimental study—and since we

never knew if it would take twenty minutes or an hour for me to wake up—I had to be either the

first or the last patient of the day. Only once did I have to go in at 7:20 a.m. as the first patient,

and that was for my first treatment. My mother and stepfather were supposed to pick me up at

7:00 a.m. Instead, they showed up at 5:45 a.m., before my alarm had gone off. They are

habitually early to everything.My siblings and I always joke about this.“Mom says we’re meeting

at your place at five p.m.?”“Yeah, between five and five thirty p.m. is good.”“Which means Mom

will be there—”“At noon. She will be here at noon.”She’s a good sport when we joke about it in

front of her. You have to be a good sport in my family, because we show love by making fun of

each other. That sounds terrible, but it means that we are comfortable enough with each other

to show that we’ve been paying enough attention to learn our quirks and to celebrate how

wonderfully funny those quirks are. If we’re annoyed by a quirk, we don’t make fun of it. No, we

just stew in judgmental resentment until it festers into an ulcer and we end up at the ER. One

time my brother had to spend three days in the hospital because my dad refused to tip a server

more than five percent at a Chili’s.In ten out of ten treatments I never got the date right. Not

once. When I woke up from the anesthesia and they asked me my name, I aced the test all ten

times. But each time they asked what year it was, I answered 1979 or 2012. One of these two

specific years, and I’d be insistent about it. Every time. If my mother is ever in the room when

I’m writing a check, she now has every right to say, “You do know that a bank is not going to

cash anything written in the seventies.”TWOI ONLY HAVE TWO HANDSWHEN MY MOTHER

AND stepfather woke me up before my alarm on the morning of my first treatment, we

immediately tried to figure out the logistics of the next two hours of our lives. I suggested that

my stepfather accompany me in my car, drop me off, and then go back to the house so that he

and my mother could get the girls ready for school. This all seems way too complicated when I

try to explain it, and it was complicated. The timing of my first treatment completely disrupted

my morning routine with my girls, a routine as regimented as any program in the armed forces.

It had to be.“I only have two hands!” I had sobbed this to my mother on the phone almost every

night for over eighteen months. Sometimes I’d be in my closet so that my hanging clothes

would absorb the sound of my agonizing crying and the girls wouldn’t hear. Sometimes I would

escape to the other side of the house and find a dark corner where I could call her and hold

the phone with one hand, my other hand wrapped around my thigh so that it wouldn’t clench

itself into a fist I’d be unable to release.
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Aubrey M., “Finally an honest take on depression and the support it takes to treat it. I was

going to email Heather and tell her the effect her book had on me after I devoured it in one

sitting, but I figured if she can be brave enough to write about her depression in a book, I can

be brave enough to leave a public review. My family has a long standing history with

alcoholism, bipolar disorder and anxiety - the trifecta of mental health issues. Lately it’s been

hard to want to do...anything. My GP has tweaked my meds time and time again and I’ve

struggled to admit to myself that the cocktail I’m on just isn’t working.Heather’s book opened

my eyes and validated what I was feeling - what others around me either couldn’t see or didn’t

understand. Her bravery in taking such a phenomenal risk to climb out of the hole that is

depression inspired me to shower, wash my hair for the first time in a week, put on makeup,

and call my doctor for a referral to a psychiatrist. That might not sound like much to some, but

to others suffering from mental health issues, and to Heather? They’ll understand just how

much that is.Thank you, Heather, from the bottom of my heart. I am so happy for you, and so

grateful for what you have written.”

A. Kutter, “Heartbreaking, raw, witty, and inspiring. A must read.. About 2 hours into reading

this book I tasted my tears as they poured down down my cheeks- and it startled me. This

book has been on my must read list for months, I was delighted to find it in my Kindle library

and was looking forward to reading it. I had no idea that this was so much more than a story

about treatment resistant depression. This is a really, really long love letter that Heather B.

Armstrong writes not only to her mother, her 2 daughters, her doctors, but to herself. I did not

put this book down, I could not put this book down. If you have ever loved someone who

suffers from depression and want to catch a glimpse of their lives, you must read this book. If

this procedure can do for others what it did for Ms. Armstrong, the lives of millions of people will

be changed. Ms. Armstrong's words are like music, they grab your soul and become a part of

you.  1979 forever!!!”



Loves blend, “Thank You Heather!. I’ve been reading Heather for god, 16 years now. Possibly

longer. No one can describe being up shit creek like Heather, and make you laugh. With that

said, this book made me cry, and laugh, hard. I’ve suffered from depression my whole life and

having someone describe it so accurately was amazing good. Her journey was incredible and I

hope that this treatment lasts for her and helps so many others. What stood out the most for

me is her worry of her ex taking her kids away if she openly sought help. THIS IS REAL! Much

love to you Heather for sharing your life as you have over the years. It’s made a lot of people

happy. Much love to your amazing family and especially to your girls.”

Erin, “A wonderful read -I read it in one sitting!. An amazing and eye-opening book, told with

such honesty and wit. Wonderfully descriptive, Heather has poured her soul and her life onto

the pages and it is such a refreshing and candid book. We'll done.”

The book by Heather B. Armstrong has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 266 people have provided

feedback.
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